The "unsolved problem" he proposes is the question whether or not Postulate 1.1 is independent of the other postulates in this list. The purpose of the present paper is to answer this question * E. V. Huntington, New sets of independent postulates for the algebra of logic, with special reference to Whitehead and RusselVs Principia Mathematica, Transactions of this Society, vol. 35 (1933) , pp. 274-304, especially p. 298. Huntington's sixth set, while inferior to his fourth set when regarded merely as a set of postulates for Boolean algebra, is of interest in connection with B. A. Bernstein's version of the primitive propositions of the Principia (see the bibliography in the paper cited). In connection with Huntington's fourth set, it should be noted that Postulate 4.5 is not independent; see the forthcoming number of the Transactions of this Society. in the affirmative by constructing an actual example of a system (K, r, +, ') which satisfies all the other postulates of the list, but not Postulate 1.1.
For this example, + is nonassociative but is such that I. If a is in K, then (a+a) =a, and II. If a and b are in K, then (a+b) = (b+a) . The distinct elements of K are here countably infinite. Each has a unique rank equal to the sum of the minimum number of signs, +, and ', required to represent the element. In particular there is a unique undefined element, e, of rank zero. To obtain all the distinct elements of rank, n, >0, one proceeds as follows by recursion. First, for each previously recorded element a of rank n -1, write a'. Secondly, for each element a of rank r 1 where (n/2) ^r<n, and for each element, &, of rank n -r-1, write (a+&). Thirdly, if n is odd (say n2m-\-l), for each element a of rank m (other than the last recorded element of rank m) and for each element b of rank m occurring subsequent to a in the recorded list, write (a + b) . Thus e f is the only element of rank 1. The distinct elements of rank 2 aree", (e' + e). Those of rank 3 are e '", (e' + e) The subclass T will be defined for this example as consisting exclusively of all elements of K e&ch of which is of one of the four following types, A-D : A, the unique element e; B, (a'+a) ; C, [b' + (a+b) From the method of construction of the set of elements of the system one has the following theorem.
III. If a and b are in K, then a~b if and only if a and b are reducible to identical form in (e, +, ') by at most repeated use of I and II alone.
It remains only to show that in this example Postulate 1.8 is satisfied and Postulate 1.1 is violated.
The explicit details required for rigorous proof involve much repetition unless one makes use of lemmas (here denoted by Arabic numerals). While III is frequently invoked, it is needed formally only in certain more specialized forms here listed as Lemmas 1-8, together sufficient to replace III in this discussion. Each of these follows from III by inspection, by the simple expedient of comparing the minimum number of times a sign + or ' appears in formal expressions for elements being compared.
If a^p, and if c^d, and if
We now prove Lemmas 9-19, using I and II and Lemmas 1-8. 14.
[ 
(a + b)' + (a+c)]'^(b'+c) } since otherwise by 7, b' = c = [(a + &)' + (a+c)]', and by 4, b= [(a+b)' + (a+c)], violating 5 (iii).

(i)(u'"+u)^[b' + (a+b)l(ii)(u'"+u)^{(b'+c)'+[(a +b)' + (a+c)]}.
PROOF, (i) By 3 and 9 (i) one may apply 2. Under one alternative, u'" = b' and u = (a+b). Hence by 4, one has u = (a+u n ) contradicting 5(vi). The other alternative yields u'"= (a
If [(x+y)' + (x+z)] = (b'+c) and also [(a+b)' + (a+c)] = (y'+z), then a = b = c = x = y = z.
PROOF. By 11, c^b' and z^y'. By9(ii), (x+y)'^(x+z), and (a+5) / 7 zé (a + ^). Hence, by 2 and 4, one of the four following conditions holds, 1. Introduction. The point set of chief interest in this paper, a plane bounded continuum Z, is the sum of a continuum X and a class of connected sets [X a ], each element X a of which has at least one limit point in X and is a closed subset of c u (X+Xb) 
